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1. Introduction 
 

Sevenmile Creek project is a 65/35 cost share project conducted in partnership with City of Nashville, 
Metropolitan Davidson County, Tennessee. PPA was executed on February 19, 2019. The PPA amended 
on December 9, 2020 to allow for sequential reimbursement to the project sponsor for LERRD 
payments. Sequential payment details are covered for LRN processes by the LERRD reimbursal standing 
operating procedure (SOP) for projects in excess of 35% LERRD.  

 
2. General Information 

 
Sevenmile Creek is a construction general project. TPC estimated to be $15.6M in the 2020 Validation 
Report. Sevenmile Creek is funded for implementation phase via BBA 2018, Supplemental 
Appropriations. Project entered the D+I phase progressing into nonstructural acquisitions in 2019.  

 
3. Purpose and Scope 

 
The project area is the approved project recommendation of the Mill Creek Feasibility Study dated 
October 15, 2015. The partnership agreement (PPA) was executed in 2019, marking the official start to 
the implementation phase.  Due to changed conditions encountered in PED, the 2020 Validation Report 
recommendation revised the authorized project to the following;  

The new project recommendation for Sevenmile Creek proposes to replace the loss of dry dam benefits 
by optimizing the nonstructural scope of the project with additional project features. The recommended 
plan would add 1 buyout and 10 elevations to the originally authorized nonstructural plan in order to 
meet ER 1105-2-100 G-13 guidance of maintaining 80% of the originally authorized project benefits. Plan 
A2A has been identified as the new recommended project (Table 12) and is compared in Table 13 of this 
document with the least cost plan (Original Plan) and maximum benefit plan (Plan A2 Max). Plan A2A 
includes the buyout and removal of 39 structures along with the elevation of 17 structures. 

The new project authorization did update eligible structures utilizing the original study parameters. Due 
to scope of the validation report it did not affirm floodplain or floodway extent nor did it confirm 
elevation data for structure eligibility. That element for project inclusion is reserved for implementation 
and potential adjustment within the Nonstructural DDR. LRN utilizes the same regional approach 
proposed and approved for use in tandem project Mill Creek. For additional details on the project 
amendment see the 2020 Validation Report and the 2020 Structural Design Documentation Report.  

4. Project List 
 

The Validation project list consists of 39 buyout and 17 elevation is provided on page 3. Per typical 
process for reports with nonstructural recommendations, the following language was included 
within Section 4.6 Description of Recommended Plan, “Implementation of nonstructural measures 
at individual properties will be dependent on verification of structure characteristics and first floor 
elevations.” 
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5. Project Modification  
a. 233 Elysian Fields Rd: ADDED 

i. Stream: lower Sevenmile Creek 
ii. During the implementation phase this property realized significant risk from flooding during the 

March 2021 flood event. The property remains at significant risk of recurrence as a floodway 
property adjacent to 5 year floodplain characteristics, and contiguous to block in existing plan. 
233 Elysian Fields is on the same block, streamside, and within a small grouping, that is 
contiguous to 23 eligible structures.   

iii. Per items 7a and 7b of the referenced nonstructural project modification guidance (App A) this 
property is submitted for addition to the Sevenmile Creek project. The property carries the 
requisite aggregation of being floodway and 5-year floodplain approximate. And the structure 
happens to be within a grouping that is contiguous to 23 properties approved via the Validation 
Report. As the 2019-03 PB provides, this structure can be included in the project via the 
‘grouping’ allowances of the updated agency policy. 

iv. Property Card:  
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5. Project Modification  
b. 3908 Dewain Dr: ADDED 

i. Stream: lower Sevenmile Creek 
ii. During the implementation phase this property realized significant risk from flooding during the 

March 2021 flood event. The property remains at significant risk of recurrence as a floodway 
property adjacent to 5 year floodplain characteristics, and contiguous to block in existing plan. 
3908 Dewain is on the same block, streamside, and within a small grouping, that is contiguous to 
23 eligible structures.   

iii. Per items 7a and 7b of the referenced nonstructural project modification guidance (App A) this 
property is submitted for addition to the Sevenmile Creek project. The property carries the 
requisite aggregation of being floodway and 5-year floodplain approximate. And the structure 
happens to be within a grouping that is contiguous to 23 properties approved via the Validation 
Report. As the 2019-03 PB provides, this structure can be included in the project via the 
‘grouping’ allowances of the updated agency policy. 

iv. Property Card:  
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5. Project Modification  
c. 220 Elysian Fields Rd: ADDED 
i. Stream: lower Sevenmile Creek 
ii. During the implementation phase this property realized significant risk from flooding during the 

March 2021 flood event. The property remains at significant risk of recurrence as a floodway 
property adjacent to 5 year floodplain characteristics, and contiguous to block in existing plan. 
220 Elysian is on the same block, streamside, and within a small grouping, that is nearby to 23 
eligible structures. Due to first floor approximation and structure is not located within floodway, 
it is therefore deemed eligible for elevation.   

iii. Per items 7a and 7b of the referenced nonstructural project modification guidance (App A) this 
property is submitted for addition to the Sevenmile Creek project. The property carries the 
requisite aggregation of being 5-year floodplain approximate and within the block of 23 eligible 
structures. As the 2019-03 PB provides, this structure can be included in the project via the 
‘grouping’ allowances of the updated agency policy. 

iv. Property Card:  
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d. 302 Milner Ct.: ADDED 
v. Stream: lower Sevenmile Creek 
vi. During the implementation phase this property realized significant risk from flooding during the 

March 2021 flood event. The property remains at significant risk of recurrence as a floodway 
property with 5 year floodplain characteristics, and contiguous to prior buyout properties. 
contiguous to 23 eligible structures.   

vii. Per items 7a and 7b of the referenced nonstructural project modification guidance (App A) this 
property is submitted for addition to the Sevenmile Creek project. The property carries the 
requisite aggregation of being floodway and 5-year floodplain approximate. And the structure 
happens to be within a grouping that is contiguous to 20 completed buyout properties. As the 
2019-03 PB provides, this structure can be included in the project via the ‘grouping’ allowances 
of the updated agency policy. 

viii. Property Card:  
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6. NEPA – Environmental Considerations 
 

The modifications of the properties listed above adds repetitive loss floodway approximate structures 
on lower Sevenmile Creek at a higher rate of flood risk recurrence. This modification better allows the 
project to deliver flood risk management benefits in both economic and life safety, evacuation, and 
rescue categories. This movement or modification also results in a net gain of floodplain/riparian zone 
acreage by adding properties 5a-d.  

7. Updated Project List 
 

As of 7 SEP 2022. This DDR proposed changes to 0 properties in the original list and to add 4 different 
eligible properties into the buyout or elevation list. There is a current net change in the project to 42 
buyout and 18 elevations eligible in the current scope of the project. List provided on following page.  
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Appendix A (Project Modification MFR) 
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# CD# Function Owner's Last Name Owner's First Name Street Number Street Name City PIN Number
Budgeted Property 
Costs

1 26 Add Travers  Beverly Jeanne H. 302 Milner Court Nashville 147 03 0 011.00 460,000.00$              
US Army Corp of Engineers ‐ Sevenmile Creek

Exhibit 2
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ORIGINAL 
                              

          METROPOLITAN COUNTY COUNCIL 

          
Resolution No.         

A resolution approving a project modification 
to an agreement between the Metropolitan 
Government of Nashville and Davidson 
County and the United States Department of 
Army, to add a parcel related to the 
acquisition and removal of flood-prone 
properties in the Sevenmile Creek 
watersheds. (MWS Project No. 19-SWC-214 
and Proposal Number 2019M-014PR-004) 

                    

Introduced              

Amended                

                    

Adopted               

                              

Approved                

By                  

 

Metropolitan Mayor   
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